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Coronation honors queen, knights and guests
Keith Missey

Starr Writer

The 1997 Sl Pat's Coronation and
Knighting Ceremony was held Friday,
March 14, at the Gale Bullman MultiPurpose Building. SI. Pat and his
court, Chancellor John Park, 49 student knights, eight honorary knights,
41 queen candidates, alumni, faculty,
and students were on hand for the
annual ceremony.
Sl Pat, represented by Chris Hart,
knighted 49 student representatives
from different organizations at UMR.
Eight honorary knights were also
knighted at the coronation. They were:
U.S. Representative of Missouri's
eighth district, Jo Ann Emerson;
Speaker of the House of Representatives. Steve Gaw; University of Missouri Board of Curators member, Mary
Gillespie; associate professor of speech
and media studies, Dr. W. Lance
Haynes; vice chancellor of Student and
International Affairs. Dr. Wendell
Ogrosky; president and founder of Re-

--

freshments International, Jim Sowers;
and president and chief executive officer of Voss Enterprises, Inc., Fred
Voss.
The St. Pat's Queen of Love and
Beauty was also selected at tb.e coronation. Last year's winner--Jenny Lynn
Devereux--crowned this year's winner, Brooke Beville. Beville is the
daughter of Bill and Donna Beville.
She was nominated by Sigma Nu.
The queen' s court consists of: First
runner-up - Shauna Oppert, a sophomore in geophysics, daughter of Brenda
Oppert, .nominated by Theta Xi. Second runner-up - Jennifer Little, a
senior in chemical engineering, daughter of John and Sadie Little, nominated
by Chi Omega.
Third runners-up - Leigh Grundy,
a sophomore in mathematics education, daughter of Don and Ann Grundy,
nominated by Pi Kappa Alpha; and
Kathy Reynolds, a senior in geological
engineering, daughter of Bill and
Wendy Reynolds, nominated by Tau
Beta Pi.
The basketball court in ·the gym
was filled with streamers, banners, and

which started at 9:30 Friday night.
Chancellor Park and the eight honorary
knights ' led the starting procession
which ended with Sl Pat and his court.
Devereux followed the procession with
her entourage of pages, flower girl, and
crown bearer.
The sword of Sl Pat and the blarney stone were brought in soon thereafter followed by the queen candidates
and their escorts. When the stage was
finally filled to capacity, the student
representatives were knighted by Hart
and this year's honorary SI. Pat, Matt
Cocoa. Each knight was also given a
medal and a chance to kiss the blarney
stone.
The audience at the coronation
helped liven up the ceremony with the
"wave" and chants of "Alice." Shouts
could also be heard for inaividuals
whose organizations were being represented.
The knighting of students at UMR
first took place in 1908 when Sl Patrick
was first named the patron saint of
engineers. Student knights are selected by each organization usually
based on their involvement in that or-
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Pacheco named University of Missouri President
News Services
Source

T he University of Missouri System
Board of Curators announced
last Friday' that it has elected
Manuel Pacheco to become the
19 th President of the University of Missouri.
The board voted March 12
to offer the job to Pacheco and
completed the ag reement on
March 13. Pacheco's salary
wi ll be $195,000. His selection ends a national search that
UM curators began in August
1996 to find a s uccessor to
George A. Russell, who re-

ary, he announced his intention to step
down as UA President by the end of the
year. He will begin his duties in Missouri on August I, 1997.
Pacheco was born in 1941 in Rocky
Ford. Colorado. Heeamed a bachelor's
degree in languages from New Mexico

tired .
Melvin D. Geo rge, 61,

lumbus.
He is married to the former Karen
M. King. They have three grown children: Daniel Mark. Andrew
Charles, and Sylvia Lois Elizabeth.
He taught French and Spanis h in New Mexico hi gh
schools and lectured at New
Mexico Western State University before joining the Rorida
State Unive rsity faculty in
1968. In 1971. he moved on to
teach foreign languages at the
University of Colorado. In
1972, he was named dean of
Texas A&I Universi ty a t
Laredo, a position he held until 1977.
After a year as chairman of
the multicultural education department at San Diego State
University, Pacheco moved to
Laredo State Univ ersity to
serve as a professor and coordinator of its division of teach-

forme r UM Vice President for
Academic Affairs and President Emeritus of SI. Olaf College, has served as Interim
Presiden t since September I ,
1996.
Pacheco, 55, has served as
Pres ident of the University of
Arizona since 1991. In Jan u-

Highlands University in 1962. and a
master' s degree (1966) and Ph.D.
(1969) in fore ign language education
from The Ohio State University in Co-

Manuel Pacheco

see Pacheco, page 13

University to offer open house
Deon Light
Starr Writer

The University of MissouriRolla will host the annual Spring
Open House March 22. The goal of
the Open House is to give prospective students and their parents a
chance to view th~ school and ask
questions on any concerns they have.
They will take part in a day long
tour of the campus and the facilities.
The students will register in the
lobby of Castleman Hall from 8:30
to 9 :30 a.m. At 9:30 they will be
welcomed to the campus by Chancellor John T . Park in Leach Theater. This will be followed by a

presentation on financial aid. The
tours of the campus will start at
10:25 a.m. and will run until lunch
at I p .m. After lunch the students
and parents will split up. Tbe parents will go to an informational
meeting and be given the chance to
ask questions on what tbey have
seen. Meanwhile, the students will
be given the opportunity to tour tbe
residential halls and Greek houses.
Some of the topics that will be
covered in the program are academic programs, cooperative programs. tbe UMR Promise, and the
UMR Excel program. The students
and their parents will also have the
opportunity to look into extracurricular activities on Campus.
For more information about the
Spring Open House call (573)3414165.
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Volleyball raises money for Red Cross
RHA
Source

Beginning at noon on Saturday April
26, there will be a 24-hour Volleyball
M arathon at the Quadrangle. Theevent,
whic h will also feature a carniVal, is
being put on to raise money for the
American Red Cross.
Each game will be 20 minutes long,
and event sponsors will try to schedule
any c hallenges that are requested. The
schedule will be made on April 19.
Teams can enter the marathon after
that date, but organizers warn that late
e ntrants may not have their choice of
opponents or playing times.

Teams must haveatleastfourmembers, and individuals can play on more
than one team. To enter a team, the
fo llowing information is needed:

I. Team name
2 . Team leader's name
3. Team leaders's address, phone
number and e-mail address.
4 . Any opponents that the team
would like to challenge.
P lace the above information in the
RHA mailbox, 204 Kelly Hall. Entrants are encouraged to sign up as soon
as possible .
Questions c an be directed to
Heather Benhardt (benhardt@umr.edu
/ 34 1-9236), Se amus McGra th
(seamus@ umr.e du I 34 1-8839) , or
Travis Burke (tlburke@umr.l!du/3418974).
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Bonnie Garrison
Columnist

I know I am not the f1I'St person to
mention this, but I want to add my
name to the few that are sounding the
warning .that debate in America IS
dead. In .. recent column I poked fun at
President Clinton for giving a speech
that was long on words and ·short. on
content, but in the present climate he
would be foolish to do otherwise. Just
about evtryone these days is offended
so we sanitize, homogenize and neutralize our language until it cannot
possibly stir emotion or evoke thought.
We have performed the equivalent of
ethnic cleansing on our ideas and
purged our vocabulary of any words
that might possibly offend someone
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Academics have silently witnessed
and sometimes even aided in the demise of open debate until now, like that
oft repeated cliche, they are coming for '
them. An article in the March 3 issue
of US NEWS and World Report dis-

cusses the movement on many university campuses to do away with tenure.
Did academics really think that they
would escape the purge by hiding in
their ivory towers and keeping a low

profile? The US News lauds the idea of Margaret Thatcher as one of the greatmulti-year contracts for professors in- est British Political leaders of this censtead of tenure. According to the ar- tury. Intercollegiate Studies Institute
ticle, 80% of Webster University's pro- is sponsoring an essay contest that offessors have already agreed to this ar- fers a $5000 grand prize, five addirangement The university is the last tional prizes of $3000 and 20 honorbastion of free able mention awards.
thought, and it
The essays are based on your readwas only a matter ing of Margaret Thatcher's two volume
of time before it autobiography that the Institute will
was under attack. send to you for a $10 refundable book
This is a bad idea deposit For details about the length of
and you guys (par- the essay and other information 'condon me, you per- cerning the contest call 1-800-526sons) should have 7022 or visit the lSI Web site at
sounded
the www.isi.org.
warning earlier.
J.B .S. Haldane, English scientist
. Now it may be too and author, expresses my own thoughts
when he said, "the ideal society would
late.
I know I promised you moochers a enable every man and woman to deway to earn a quick $5000. Even if this velop along individual lines and not
weren't Women's History Month it attempt to force all into one mould,
would be appropriate to recognize . however admirable."
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somewhere in the world, Who needs
the first amendment now that we all
agree?
Last year five exhibits at the
Smithsonian Institute were canceled
because of protests by special interest
groups offended
by the Institute's
interpretation of
the
historical
events. This is
not a small matter. Our history is
being defmed by
these groups that
represent narrow
portions of our
population with
specific agendas. And no one is resisting the trend. It is simply too difficult
to please everyone, so it is just easier to
say nothing, or in the Smithsonian's
case, to cancel an exhibit.

All I can say folks is recuperation!
That nice relaxing break helped out in
ways that only pictures could describe.
I am sure everyone that attended this
years ·St. Pat's festivities had fun, not
quite like previous years, but still made
due with what we had and turned out
pretty good. I unfortunately wasn't
able to attend many Frat Parties to let
you all know who or what was playing
where, but I hear they did fine so I will
lea\'e it at that.
I did check out the shows at the
Open Hand, yeah yeah, I know . the
Open Hand again ... give it a break ......
well, I can't since most of the cool
. things to do on weekends is there. In
case you forgot, missed out or didn't
care; Fragile Porcelain Mice,
Gretchen, Frogpond and Pseudo Blues
Band all played there. I must say that
the variety just in that list of bands was
good enough to check ' out..so, I did.
Wanna hear what it was like? If so,
great! If not well just read the Concert
lisl and shut your 'cake hole .... 'cause
you are gonna hear it from here or your
friends one way or another. So to carry
on ... Here's what I have to say ....
Jimbob

The Open Hand Concert
Reviews
Fragile Porcelain Mice wI
SuperBall
Okay folks. the show started with
Superball around 10 p.m. The interesting fact is thai very few people initially

were there for both bands. The contract
was to play, so they did.' Superball did
their set wi~ arms open and the crowd
showed their approval by typical clapping aDd screaming.
By almost I I p.m. Superball had
finished up and left the stage so that the
headlirting FPM could take stage. The
crowd over the evening weighted back

and forth but ending up with over 200+
in and out through the doors that
evening. FPM took stage with a flxation that the show will rock like no
other they have done here in Rolla or
any where elSe for that matter.
Scott (vocalist) put on one of his
outfits that are custom made, (this time
it was a pinstripe pair of overalls),

pulled out his megaphone and hammered the crowd with songs from hoth
Amigos del Fuego andFrostbidden and
some songs that are to be released later
this year on their next album.
The show lasted until 1:15 a.m:
when the crowd dwindled out and
headed for round two of the St. Pat's
festivities at some Frat Party down the

way. The everting w~ a success
mainly due to no fights, lots of people
and two excellent bands.
Frogpond wI Gretchen 3/14/97
This shQw was a more anticipated
one for many reasons. Gretchen is a
local favorite as I am sure you all know
by the size of the following.
The evening was de-virginized by
Schroedingers, Cat starting around 10
p.m. The band had played songs similar to that of a mix from Pearl Jam
meets REM but faster. The band
sounded. pretty good according to an
over the shoulder survey from nearby
listener.;. ''Excellent Effort" for these
guys and hope the best for them in later
shows.
II p.m. hit and Gretchen had taken
the stage. Everyone's eyes were aimed
at the stage with glasses, bottles and
other drinking goblets raised in praise
for one of the everting's highlights .
Gretchen played everything new and
old t'ro!n their album Naked as well as
the one that is expected to take the
world by storm sometime at the end of
the year or in early '98, no title as of
yet.
Songs included "Wasted, "
''Trouble,'' ''Pictorial,'' "Sticky Situation," ''Hey Man" and many more.
The overall sound was pretty good
and the crowd was more than pleased
by Gretchen's performance . . The
evening was even more entertaining
due to the attendance of great up and
coming bands like Saucy Jack and a
few members from Superball and
Cage.

see Music, page 13
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Melani~ Kostedt
Starr Writer

College life can bring with it all
sorts of unexpected challenges. Have
you ever had your class schedule all
planned out and that voice on the phone
registration system, solemnly and
witholA sympathy, tells you that "refer. ence number 123321 is now closed and
cannot be added to your schedule?" Or
have you ever waited until the last
minute to send out your scholarship
application and the professor, who
promised to write your reference letter,
left town unexpectedly without having
written it?
It's at times like these, if you're like
me, that you run into the secretary's
office seeking emergency assistance.
The last thing you want to fmd is a
grim-faced, uncaring secretary staring
back at you from behind the desk- The
civil engineering department has been
blessed with a very patient and cheerfu secretary who does anything she
can to help each of her "350 children."
Dyann Careaga never complains
and is rarely seen without a smile. Her

dedication to students has not gone
unnoticed. In October of 1995, after
being nominated by students, she won
the·Outstanding Staff Award given by
the Alumni Association. Last Christmas, when Dyann left her office to pick
up her mail, several students crowded
around her desk, anxiously awaiting
her return. They had each chipped in to
buy her three Pos sible Dream s
Clothique Santas, which she collects.
Dyann, a certified professional
secretary, is responsible for all the
paperwork filled out by undergraduate
and graduate civil en'gineering students as well as scholarship activities,
summer internship programs, and revisions to the civil engineering
homepage. She also works with the
curriculum committee and with· the
scheduling of classes.
Before coming to UMR in September of 1992, Dyann worked for \3 years
at American ~tates, an insurance
claims office, as a licensed insurance
adjuster. She did not stay on with. the
company because she didn't like dealing with people only when problems
arose.
Dyann is a very creative individual.
She loves to sew, cross-stitch and make
custom-designed window treatments .

S~e also enjoys working in her yard,
cultivating her three rock garden in
which she has planted many flowers.
Dr. Kincaid, a former professor in the
civil engineering department, helped
to get her started by bringing her many
flower bulbs from his home in Mountain View.
Dyann and her. sister were born in
Wes( Plains, Missouri and attended
high school in Salem. Throughout high
school, Dyann was active in the pep
club, .the drama club, and the speech
cl_ub. One year, she got to take her
speech to the state competition!
Dyann met her husband, Andrew,
at her father's church. Music from her
favorite movie, On Golden Pond, was
played at their wedding. (She has seen
this movie 17 times and has cried every
time!) She enjoys reading 10hn
Grisham novels and would love to go to
Paris someday.
If you are interested in changing
your major to civil engineering or are
just a frustrated student in need of a
friendly face, you might drop in on .
Dyann. She wouldn't think twice about
helping you!
All of us over here in the CE building are very fortunate to ~. ave Dyann
Careaga as our secrdary!
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Album Review:
Suburbia
. Original Soundtrack
DGC Records
Performance: 8
Sound Quality: 8
Let me start off by saying I'm
not a huge fan of soundtracks to
movies. They're usually thrown together, and you end up with too
many different bands on one disc.
But there's also a flip side to that
argument. You can listen to a variety of artists that you wouldn't hear
otherwise because they are mixed
in with popular bands. Also, sometimes you can get a few decent songs
on one album without having to buy
each one individually

Available Now
Available Spring 97
Available Now
March 18
March 18
March i8
April I

The Suburbia soundtrack offers
the best of both worlds. There's
diversity, but not too much of it.
There's · household names such as
Beck, The Flaming· Lips and
Elastica but also lesser known
groups like U.N.K.L.E. and Girls
Against Boys. Sonic Youth recorded three new so rigs, and
Superchunk recorded one also.
All the other tracks are p~evi
ously unreleased, covers or lifted
from earlier releases. Amazingly,
there's some continuity between
songs which seems almost impossible to do with 12 different bands
one the CD. With over 57 minutes
of quality music, it is. a must listen.
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See page 3.for reviey,.·s of lhe SI. Pal's Weekend Open Hand concerts.
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Wellness issues, such as the safe use of
alcohol, sexually transmitted infec•
Keith Steinnerd
' tions, ' and stress management.
TECHS coordinates various other ac,
TECHS Source
tivities on campus like HOTSHOTS
and IMPACT month.
UMRTECHS Peer Educators are
If you are looking for a job that can
help you develop your leadership, team currently taking applications for new
working and presentation skills, in- members. The only requirement is a
crease your knowledge, enhance your minimum GPA of at least 2.40. Appli=;:m;:m;d'I~:il . resume, gain new contacts on and off cations are available from Student
campus, earn promise points, meet Health Services and on the World
new friends and still get paid $5.50 an Wide Web at http://www.umr.edu/
hour, then UMRTECHS is for you.
-umrtechs.
For more information please conAs a member of TECHS you will
have the opportunity . to present pro- . tact Stephanie Franklin either by egrams to various otganizations on and mail at franklin@umr.edu or phone at
off campus that deal with current 341-4225.

American Buffalo
Bloodhounds
Dead Ahead
The First Wives Club
Flirting with Disaster
The Long Kiss Goodnight
The Pathfinder
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John Johnson
Humor Columnist

I recently read in Redbook magazine that studies show that children
spend more time watching television
than' they spend time with their fathers.
Two things should jump right out at
you from that statement.
First, kids today watch a
whole crap-load of TV. Second, what the heck was I
doing reading Redbook
magazine anyway?
Well, it Just so happens
that I was reading the magazine in question while in the
TV lounge since there was
nothing .[9gd on TV. Besides, I had already read
Glamour. Why was I in the
TV lounge when I should
have.been studying? Well, I
was doing research. Yeah,
that's it, research ...
I wanted to see what kids
today were watching on television. After conducting eXtensive research (five hours, four
Mountain D,,-ws) in one of my
university's premier lab facilities
(Kelly Residence Hall TV Lounge) I
have discovered what has been keeping America's youth glued to the proverbial tube. All of my 'studies point to
one thing: Jenny McCarthy . .
But one must take some important
things into consideration before taking
my conclusion as fact. First, Jenny
~cCarthy is merely what kept me
glued to the television for five hours.

Second, not necessarily all of
America's . youth decided to watch
MTV's all night marathon of "Singled
Out" on a Friday night. Probably just
me.
For those of you who don't know
what this show is all about, let me give
you a brief overview. Basically, Jenny
McCarthy wears tight clothing and
runs around a lot There's some sort of
game show type thing going on in the

background, but I didn't take too many
notes on that subject.
All right, I did notice the rest of the
show. It's sort of like the "Dating
Game" of the 80's ... only on crack.
What happens is the contestant, usually a guy or girl that looks as if they
were assembled in a lab, comes out and
asks questions to a group of simil¥ly
perfectly put together specimens of the
opposite sex.
Except these questions are a lot
different from the questions used on

the old "Dating Game." They used to
merely insinuate sexual situations.
No, Singled Out uses only quality
questions that blatantly describe em-

barrassing aspects of human sexuality.
"Next category: Smooth as silk or
Gentle Ben?"
I mean, come on! Does this actually
happen before people go out on a date?
I sure hope that this isn't some sort of
new trend.
Me: "Hi, my name is
John. I'm in your literature
class. I was wondering if
you were free this Saturday."
Jenny McCarthy: "ALL
RIGHT! Pick the next category!"
Girl from lit. class:
"Ummm.. .1 think I'll pick
'Sleeping Style.'"
Jenny: "ALL RIGHTY!
Rough and rude or totally
nude?"
Me: "Help me."
What ever happened to
getting to know the person
first? Call me old fashioned, but it seems that society is taking this whole "candid about
sex" thing a bittoo far. You can see this
especially in commercials. I don't even
know what people are trying to seJ.!
anymore!
Take cologne for example. This
one c'o mmercial has the girl running
down a hall in slow motion with nothing on but some leaves. Then this guy
yells out something in French that
sounds like he's saying "Pem peak." I
don't know what the heck a Pem peak
is, but some executive in New York is

probably counting on me buying it be·
cause they flashed a 'naked girl on the
screen. Well, okay, I did want to buy it.
But only for a second until the next
commercial came on.
This sex stuff is not just on MTV
either. It's gotten so bad that, according
to Seventeen magazine, TV networks
are actually rating their shows.
serious, check out some of the reactions from a survey in the magazine:
"Like, this totally stinks. It's like
cens~rship and stuff..... -Samantha (16)
"If this means that I can't watch
"Friends" anymore, I'll just die!"Debbie (13)
Apparently this .is going to affect
the lives of many girls age 12 to 18. But
this works out great for young adolescent guys. They now know which
shows to definitely watch . I wish that
I had, this wonderful tool when I was .
growi ng up. Yes, young teenage guys

rm

will now be able to spend more time
watching quality programming and
waste less time on shows that aren't
going to show any breasts.
So whru can we learn from my
research. Allow me to summarize:
1) Kids today watch too much TV.
2) John has nothing better to do
with his time than to sit around in dorm
TV lounge.
3) John buys a lot of cologne for no
apparent reason.
4) Jenny McCarthy is a babe.
So let's take what we've learned
today and be more productive with our
time. Let us be careful observers of
what is on television so that we can be
informed abou! the world around us.
Let us use prudent judgment, reason
aM Redbook magazine to avoid the
pitfalls of the television generation and
live more productive lives. Oh yeah,
and pass me the remote ...

lason S.
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Students can make appointments for the Writing
Across the Curriculum Program by calling 341-4436 Monday through Friday from 1 to· 4 p.m: or bye-mailing
rgulley@umr.edu. Appointment times are flexible and
can be adjusted to fit nearly any schedule.
Students interested in becoming Writing Across the
Curriculum Writing Assistants should contact Rhonda
Gulley in the same fashion
or pick up an application in
H-SS Room 227 in the afternoon.
This is a paic;l position ,
and assistants receive trai ning f ~om the program with a
flexible sched ule .

Women's History Quiz #2 Answers
From page 4 . Week #3 Quiz
1. Who patented one of the first memory systems to be contained on a single
sili!Xln computer chip? . U.S. inventor and computer entrepreneur Patricia
Wiener .
2. , Who was the Vice· President and co· founder of Mattei, Inc. who designed
the first teenage doll named after ~Qr daughter and not made out of paper? .
Ruth Handler, the doll was named Barbie
3. Who was the first U.S. woman to win the Nobel PriZI! for literature ? . Pearl
S. Buck
4. Who invented the first solar heated house? . U.S. architect Eleanor
Raymond and U.S. chmical engineer Dr. Marcia Telkes
5. Who was the first U.S. black woman prosecuter?· New Jersey lawyer Ann
Thompson
6. What U.S, physicist invented the non· reflecting glass used in camera
le~ses.

picture frames andvairous scientific disciplines? · Katherine Blodgett
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Schick Super Hoops - The Largest Collegiate
3 on 3 Basketball Tournament in the Worl.d Congratulates the FolIQwing School Winners:

\:;

-'

.~:

·Mil

2-1-1 .
Zach White
Ryan Nolan
Paul W. Lyles
Danny Miller

Schick

------
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Bill Unzicker
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Joee Kvetensky
Gina O'Brien
Erika Nelson
Jill Vanderford
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www.schick.com
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'so reaLyou'ff sweat·

This Baby Gets You Goingr

:'

COLLEGIATE
3ON3
BASKETBAll
TOURNAM.ENT

Ba,
Flo
,

SOUND

MU
.

.

lVOWA

COMPLETE SOUN [)

LIGHTING Co
SALES & RENTALS

Sound Systems

Stage Ughtlng

,This is Petesoffice .... ~
(There's no room for a copier
or a fax. So he uses ours.)

e

thing you need 'to run a small business. Even if it is out of a plane.
For the MBE Center nearest you, contact us at I-BOO-7B9-4MBE
or www.mbe.com.

SHURE'

••

Speakers, Mixers, Amps, Mics,
Cables & Accessories

WInter Hours
Mon-FrllQ-6, Sat 1H
For after hours appointments call

4 -

f

MA~BOXESETC:'

IT'S NOT WHAT WE DO.
IT'S HOW WE DO IT....

Sau th 51"d e Sh oppers Wor Id
1028 5 , Hwy 63 , Rolla

~~~ f~~~ ~;;;1' ~i'~'

.t

t-----==

With full se~ice mailboxes~ copying. faxing. complete packing

::: rJlgirec:h

DENON

==

& shipping services and more, Mail Boxes Etc~ has 'almost every-

OJ Systems

"k'

r; :o;;'H7F'; ;E- ,
Mailbox Se-rvice.

3 mo nths FREE with,

Li mil one: coupon per CUSlomer per visi l. This
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Miners swimmers eighth in the nation
12th.in the 2oo-bunerfly in 1:53.92.
He also helped the 8oo-freestyle relay
team to fmish ninth in 7:00.12. That
Staff Writer
team also included Unzicker, Jones,
and Nurre.
Unzicker himself received All
Last week Wed., Mar.12 - Sat., America honors for his seventh place
finish in the 400-individual medley.
Mar. 15 the UMR Miner swim team
capped off an incredible season by "We are very pleased that he[Unzicker)
taking eighth place with 128 points at made the fmal in the 400 I.M. and .got
the NCAA Division II Championships All American. He has had a great
in San Antonio, TX. This matches their career here at the University. I am very
best fmish ever. UMR had gott;n proud of the way he competed at this
meet and throughout the year," Mullin
eighth in 1977 and 1976.
"We felt very good about the said.
Kris Leftwich, Beccue, Brian
finish. During the entire year we had
Korsedal, and Jones claimed eighth
talked about the possibility of fmishing
in the top ten. We felt like we had the place in the 2oo-freestyle relay. Nurre
talent on the team to do that. We were also broke the longest standing school
fortunate to swim well and get the record by swimming the 2oo-freestyle
in I :42.66. That record had stood for
people qualified necessary," Coach
20 years. Other top finishes include
Mark Mullin said.
The Miners demonstrated that Korsedal's 13th place fmish in the 100talent in San Antonio last week. ' butterfly and Caruso, Unzicker,
Miners Kris Leftwich, Tom Beccue, Korsedal, and Jones taking II th in the
Randy Jones, and David Nurre came 4oo-medley relay. Korsedal was 10th
in eighth place in a time of 3:08.05. in the 50-freestyle, and Nurre was 15th
Bill Unzicker took 14th place in the in the 500-yard freestyle. The Miners
1,650-freestyle and 2oo-breaststroke came through in another relay event
events. In the loo-freestyle it was when Caruso, Korsedal, Unzicker, and
David Nurre who was able to take 15th Beccue finished II th in the 200medley relay.
in that event. Steve Caruso fmished
Joe McLain

The meet had its obstacles for the
Miners also. Mark Pearce broke his
hand during the 4oo-medley relay as
he fmished. "That was definitely the
low point during the meet for us. He
broke his hand in the prelims and was
not able to compete in the rest of his
events. Those were relays, and
certainly I believe that affected our
performance too. I'm confident we
would have gotten more points, but I
don ' t know if it would affected our
placing. It is disappointing that Mark
was unable to swim. A good thing is
that Mark is a freshman, and he'll be
back at that meet again next y,ear,"
Coach Mullin said.
The relays are very important to
success in the meet since they account
Ian Downard
for more points. "It was exiremely
A Miner swimmer competes at a UMR home swim meet_ The
important l? have the relay team. It's
Miners finished eighth In the nation In DiviSion II.
difficult to finish in the top ten if you
don't have a relay team. Really our
relays were strong, and if you .look at
the people we had there, they ' ll all be
back next year. I am confident that we
to throw and hit a tiny little white
will qualify for the relays again next
stitched ball for a living. Who are,
Chris Kulifay
year," Coach Mullin said . .
these lucky ones? The major league
The Miners finished this season
Staff Writer
baseball players, of course!
with a 5-3 dual meet record, first place
That's right, spring training is
finish in three of four invitationals, first
here and in full force. Until Monday,
place finish in regionals, and ejghth
Days are getting longer, nights are March 31, spring training games will
place finish in nationals. "I am very
getting shorter, and the winter air is be gracing the Florida grass, while
happy. I think we have taken a real
beginning to give way to the sun 's rejoicing fans get the autographs of
step forward as far as putting ourselves
warmer rays. What does this all mean? their favorite players. In the midst of
in a position to move up. We are very
··Spring is coming! While we're some of the most well-marmered and
happy with an eighth place finish .
bre~ng out our shorts and running
prank-ridden moments in professional
Coach Grooms and myself are
along_Rolla's streets to get rid of our sports; a few bits of information are
excess winter fat, a few ~cky men are
triple by shortstop Scott Hopper. The :
see Swim page 14 getting paid millions of dollars a year
see Pro Sports page 14
Miners then threatened to win the
game in the seventh, but left two
runners stranded and the game ended
in a tie a six a piece.
In the second game of the double
Damron hit a single letting Morris second. After Broeckling walked, Alt
header, played against the California
University of Pennsylvania, the Miners
score. Collins sacrificed advancing stole third. Then with runners on first
Jonathan Erdman
Da'!lron to second, which Damron and third, Broeckling stole second
jumped out to an early lead, scoring
followed up on by advancing and base, and Alt stole home during the
Asst. Sports Editor
three runs in their half of the first
thanks to a three-run homer by Bryant.
scoring on t~o wild pitches. Morris throw to second. Schrecengost hit a
Starter Kevin Hill struggled on the
walked with two outs in the third, and single scoring Broeckling. After that
mound, though. He gave up three
The Lady Miner Softball team advanced to second when Damron Bax knocked out a single which scored
homeruns in the first four innings, but
will face Lindenwood at 3 p.m. at made it on base due to an error. Collins Schrecengost and Ostmann reached
luckily for he and the Miners, all were
home for a double header.
was walked, loading the bases. Becca fmt on an error causing Bax to score.
The Lady Miners are coming off Alt was hit by a pitch scoring the fmal
Kern Bokath hit a single that allowed
solo shots and the team kept the lead
going into the eighth inning. Then in
of a sucessful trip to Florida where they run making the score 5-0 Miners. Ostrnarm,to score on the throw. During
went 4-3 to make their total record 13- UMR was shut out, 4-0 in it's second the fifth inning. Bokath stole home for
·the ninth, down by a run, the Miners
5. In the first game, on March 13, game of the day by North Dakota State. the' final run with Gina Daugherty
added six runs on RBI's by Ingails,
against Defiance College, Erin Collins
Hill, Keith Eisenbath, and a base
The Miners were defeated by stealing second. The game was called
leadoff the third with a walk. With one Southern Indiana by a score of 4-0 in due to the 8 after 5 run rule. Scorers
clearing triple by Hopper, to give them
out, Brandy Broeking sacrificed, then their first game March II. ,In UMR's
a 10-5 lead. As it turns out, they would
for the Lady Miners in the third game ,
Amber Schrecengost was walked . second game of the day, scoring began on March II, against Eureka were Bax
need everyone of those runs as
California tacked on four more of their
Angie B'!J< got to first on an error which earl y for the Miners when Alt, and Ostrnann in the second, Alt in the
own in the bottom of the ninth on two
allowed Collins to score. Jaime Broeckling and Schrecengost scored in third, Morris, Collins and Tory ,
two-run homeruns off of Hopper who
Ostmann hit a single that allowed the first inning . During the second Atwood in the fourth and Collins in
Schrecengost to score.
inning the Lady Miners began a two the fifth. Th~ Lady Miners won by a
see Baseball page 14
In the third, Shawnna Morris out rally, as Alt singled and stole score of 7-2.
started the inning with a triple. Jen

Spring training news

Baseball team ends
Florida road trip
Jim DuValeus
Starr Writer

The UMR Miners baseball team
is now back after a pretty good showing
down in Panama City, Florida where
they recently played in a nonconferenee tournament. The Miners
went 3-1 , with two ties during the
tournament, which brings their overall
record to 4-3-2.
'
The third and fourth games of the
tournament for the Miners were up
against Wooster University. UMR's
starting pitcher Randy Root got hit for
six earned runs on ten hits and a walk
through only 2 1/3 innings pitched in
a game that didn't look like it would
go the Miners way. The team battled
back though, searing two runs in the
third on an RBI single by left fielder
Matt Bryant and a sac fly by right
fielder Andy Dial . . Then in thdourth,
the Miners tied the game at six with a
four run rally capped off by a two-run
~.D"",,

Lady Miners s~cceed in Florida

____ ___________________________________________
~
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Asst . Sports Editor

The Miner a nd L ady Min e r
track and field teams will participate
in a meet tom morrow at Lindenwood
College.
Saturday March IS , the track
and field tea ms competed in th e
Wendy'sl Pittsburg State Track and
Field Inv itational. Pittsburg state
won the meet with a score of 15 7
points from the men and 153 from
the wemen . The Miners ha d 77
points and earned fourth out of nine
schools. and the Lady Miners had 22

hird in meet Miner te-nnis wins
second in a row

points and placed seven th out of
eight teams.
First place runnners from the
University of Missouri-Rolla were
Matt Hagen in the 3,OOOm
steeplechase with a time of 9:56.1
and Mike Weinkauf in the 400m
hurdles with a time of 54.80. UMR
had three seco nd place runn er s,
Richard Words, with a 42 -2 in the
Triple Jump, Weinkauf in the 110m
high hurdles, with a time of 15.1 7
and Chris Wildschuetz tyin g for
second with a time of 52.70 in the
400m race. The Miners had two
point scorers in the 1,500m race .
They were Craig McCauley, with a
tim e of 4:07 .96, for third place. and
Ry an Unterreiner, with a time of

4:08.36, taking fourth place. UMR's
remaining point scorers were Kevin
Johnson taking fifth place in the
5;000 meter race with a 16:03.73
time, and Mike Smolinski in the
200m race, with a time of 23.56, for
sixth place.
The Lady Miners had four point
scorers. Abigail Knapp tied for
seco nd place in the High Jump with
. a distance o f 4-9 3/4 , and came in
s ixth in th e Lon g Jump wi th a
distance of 14- 11 1/4. Tracy Jon es
placed third in the 1,500m and 800m
r aces with times of 4:5 1.95 and
2 :23.01 respective ly. The Fou~ by
400m relay team took fift h with a
time of 4:22.29.

Jonathan Erdman
Asst. Sports Editor

,
The University of Mi ss ouriRoll a te nnis team wi ll face
Southwest Baptist Uni v ersity
thi s Sun day. March 3, at 2 p .m .
Th e Miners had a 2-0 record
at press ti me after d efeat i ng
Ma ryvi lle 6-0 for th e Min e r 's
second shut out victory in a ro w.

UMR had four winners in
singles. They w e re Seq;io
"Esteban, Steve Kadyk, Chris
Brannan and Will Zung.
UMR's winning doubles
teams were Brannan and Zun_g,
and Matt Hamlin with Matt.
Balven.
The Miners played agaist
Central Methodist Mon. March
17 and aga in st University of
Missouri- St.Lou is Tues. March
' 18, results were unava ilable at
press time.

I11III

ACROS

1paidpll
5The 11'0

8Dicke~

snt'kY
clerk
12 Actor .

AubeQ

13 LiteT',
coll ed
14 Prefil l
Gandh
land
15Helpa
16 Slug&e

wed /;

18Willi nl
suffe"
20 Mor; ,
21Waikil
23X T'tir
24 Variatl
a chor
28 Harv~

31 Wirer
J2AtoZ
34 Bluepl
addilil
31 Fluffy

acces5

Final Season Statistics

Current Record: 2-0

37 Seduc'
39Coas!.

March 6 Principia

Final Dual Meet Record: 5-3

W,9-O
Date Ooponent SCore
Sat. . Oct. 26 Millikin W, 127-56

Sat.. Jan. 11 Truman State W. 124-80

Fri.. Nov. 1 Southwest Missouri State L. 100-105
Sat. . Nov. 9 Truman State W, 110-76

Fri.. Jan. 24Sat. , Jan. 25 Washington Univ. Invitational 1st/7

Sat. . Nov. 16 Drury L. 78-115
Fri., Nov. 22-

Sat.. Feb. 8 Principia W. 111"-76

Sat.. Nov. 23 St. Louis Univ. Invitational 1st/5
Fri .• Dec. 6Sat. . Dec. 7 Arkansas-Little Rock Invitational 1st!7
Sat., Jan. 4 Venice Invitational 3rd/5

Sat.. Jan. 18 Southwest Missouri State L. 78-118

March 10 Maryville

W,6-O

Fri.. Jan . 31 Washington University W, 113-84
Thu .• Feb. 20Sat.. Feb. 22 Mideast Regional Championships 1st/9

Julie.

Yourb

Wed .• Mar. 12Sat., Mar. 15 NCAA Division II Championships 8th/24

Mandy.

Inoorel

James,
Congra
privacy wi

Current Record: 4-3-2, 1-1 MIAA
DATE OPPONENT SCORE
Sat., Feb. 22 at Kentucky Wesleyan L, 1-3
Sat., Feb. 22 Southern Indiana W, 11-1
Sun., Feb. 23 Quincy L, 6-9 (8 Inn.)
Sun., Feb. 23 Lincoln Memorial W, 9-6
Wed., March 5 at Westminster W, 13-2; w, 9-0
Sat., March 8 at William Carey W, 4-1; W, 6-4
Sun ., March 9 Kentucky Wesleyan W, 5-2; W, 4-0
Mon., March 10 51. Francis (III.) W, 4-3; W, 5-3
M~n., March 10 Cumberland L, 5-7
Tues., March 11 Southern Indiana L, 0-4
Tues., March 11 Eureka W. 9-1; W, 7-2
Thurs., March 13 Defiance W, 5-0
Thurs., March 13 North Dakota State L, 0-4
*MIAA Conference game

SCORE

-

DATE

OPPONENT

Tues., Feb. 25

Northwest'Mlssourl State"

Thurs., March '6

Southwest Baptist

L,2-8

Charleston (W.Va.)

W, 12-0; W, 7-2

Wooster

T,6-6

California (Pa.)

W,10-9

Thurs., March 13

Wayne State (Mich.)

L, 5-6 --

z;Ia.

FrI., March 14

Marietta

T,6-6

Great ~
you guys ~

*MIAA Conference game

-.1.,3-6; W, 9-7

Cheri.
Welco!

Amber.

Congn

;;;;;-y,

Didtny
lmkl youI

;cb 19 .

~
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Winners in
ere Sergio
ldYk, Chris
ung.

ng doubles
n and Zung,
With M;II

ayed agaist
Mo n. March
liversity of
Tues. March
available at

I: 2.()

ipia

King Crossword
ACROSS
I Paid players
5 The word?
8 Dickens
sneaky
clerk
12 Actor
Auberjonois
13 Literary
collection
14 Prefix re
Gandhi's
land
15'Help a hood
16 Slugger who
wedMM
18 Willing
sufferer
20-M.,re sore
21 Waikiki wear
23 X rating?
24 Variation on
a chord
28 Harvest
31 Wire measure
32 A to Z
34 Blueprint
addition
35 Fluffy
accessories
37 Seducer
39 Coast. Guard

noncom: abbr.
4 1 Workers' rights
org.
42 Chop into chops
45 Expulsion
49 Cousin to a
CB
51 Therefore
52 Comment re
Yorick
53 Grill
54 Undiluted '
55 Banquet
spread
56 More, to
Manuel
57 Kennedy and
Koppel
DOWN
I Baby carriage
2 Singer
McEntire
3 Humdinger
4 Land
5 Medieval
melody
6 Verse opener?
7 Call from the
nursery
8 --up (boss)
9 Arrange
skillfully

10 Entenainer
ADams
II Indigent
17 Put on a
show
19 Safecracker
22 Who says?
24 Diplomat:
abbr.
25 Carnival city
26 Tablecloth
pro tec tor

27 Prospects
29 Mr . Baba
30 Arafat's grp.
33 Via. for shon
36 Meager
38 Among the
missing
40 Breakfast for
Brutus
42 Bloke
43 Tra trail
44 Alternati ve
to Gouda
46 Christmas
emblem
47 ·Zounds'·
48 Decays
50 "Rose-

between these two pictures.
Drawings by Henry Bottino"

f Qse ...

copyright 1997 King Features Syndicate

see Solutions, page 13

ville

Julie,
Your big sister loves you.
AOT,
YBS

James,
Congrats on getting a single! The
privacy will rule.
Love,
Me

W,9·7

Cheri,
Welcome to the family!

Fish,
Clean out your bed!
Love,
the girls

Zeta new members are awesome.
Luv'ya!
Chad,
Are "indians" better for you!?!
Shannon,
Next time you want to fly, borrow
my wings.

ZLAM,
Missy

ZLAM,
Julie

; W,7·2

HeyBK,
Better watch out.
Love,
Lambda Beta Kappa

Julie
Zeta,
Great job on "Most Sweatshirts" you guys are speed demons!
Missy,
Did my landing score a perfect I O?
I told you I was an Olympic gymnast.

, - - ---- - - - -

Nancy
My roomies are cool!

ZLAM,
T
Jen W.,
I love my new LLS!

. I love you, Sigma Pi!

Congratulations, new Zetas! Kara,
Kari, Kim, Amber, Cheri and J en - you
guys are the best!

Yogi,
Thanx for everything!
Love,
. YBS

ZLAM.

Isaac,
Malachi loves you!

"Headquarrers"

ZLAM,

ZLAM.

Shannon, aka Bob

Julie

ZLAM,
YR, Pledgesis and
Best Friend
Stacey L.,
Happy Birthday!

ZLAM,

YBS

Nancy, Amanda, Theresa and Racbel,
Did you reach your 13 goals over
St Pat's?

Shannon and Amanda,
There's a new member in your flying club.

ZLAM,

Hey Kim V.,
Why should I do it?
Be-fuzz I can!

Cheri,
I love my little sis! You are so
awesome, and we're going to have so
much fun!

ZLAM,
Shannon

Teresa
McWard,
You are the best roommate!
Thanks for everything!

YR
Jen,
You are the coolest iii sis!

Thanx for taking care of me and
making sure I had the time of my life!

YBBS Teresa

ZLAM,
Rachel,
Next time don't leave your personal
belongings outside our door.

J.,

ZLAM,

Teresa
Love,
SLC

Amber,
Congrats!

I love my Zeta family.

ZLAM,
Amy

Kernan,
You did a great job with St. Pat's!

Mandy,
Innocent?

Why do I love Kim V.?
Be-fuzz!

Ryan S.,
We aren't married - yet!
Sarah

Shann';n,
I know that I'm aparrofthe "flying"
family, but there is no need to push me!

ZLAM,
Teresa

B.,
V are awesome! If you can't beat
them, join them!

K

I love MLS - both of you!
Z-Iove,
Pam

Jones,
I have, and-always shail be, your
friend.
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1fWff ~A1f pt:J1 1f~ ~ft
Above: Zeta Tau Alpha fueled the fires of controversy
surrounding this year's St. Pat's celebration
with thei r entry to the
parade.

~~VAff$ jJ;JJ;~~L , .",

Photo by Ian Downard.

Right: Billie Snodgrass
and Shelly King of Delta
Omicron Lan1bda carried the
Dr. Seuss theme all the way with
St. Pat in the Hat.
PholO by Kris POlZ n \.'UUl

\
Above: Jenny
Lynn Devereux
took first in the greenest person contest
with her beUy-dancing show at the puck on Monday.
_
.. R,...S......,.
Above: Members of Phi Kappa
Theta carry their shillelaghs in the St Pat's parade.
Pboeo by (an Dowrwd
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Above: St. Pat's Committee Representatives braved the
rain and cold to bring a little bit of green
into everyone's life,
POOlo by !.an Downud

Right: Th S '
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St. '

~

lion. SlUd~
figures pack

building lO "
those in aiD
John Park a
Syslem Cur
gresswoman
MayorEIWY
The cor
crowned ane
and BeauI)'.

THA T'S JAKE '
by Jake Vest

DAV E
by David Miller
I

Nf~

ChiOmeg~1

":OMf" ADVlcf. I MeT ......- - - - - - . - . ,

St.

1'141'; 6uY ON-I.1Nf'" . I'M FINOlr-6
ruT Cp MucJ-i ABoUT HIM ..
He;'~ ftNDIN~ ouT Cp MucH
AectJT .h1f" / wfU-".

FloalEn
1st:

2niI:
lrd:

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS

lSI:

t..a:?K, uP A\-lt:;AD... II'5

Realistic Rules of Golf: If you have to add a
stroke for losing a ball, you ought to be able to
deduct a stroke when you find one.

\1-1£
O\..O~~ \/flAGCN IN
-mE \(INGWM .
'I\.I~

U V£

2nd:
3rd:

O~

Music
THE SPATS by JEFF PICKER ING

~----------------~

.."Have you ever thought this
might not be your line of
work?"

BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL
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"You really embarr assed
me when you started to
pass your hat!"
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GEORGE by MARK SZORA DY

"I say we change the
name."
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St.' Pat's
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from page 1

tion. Students and several prominent this year's winner, Brooke
Beville repfigures packed into the multi-purp ose
resenting Sigma Nu.
building to watch the ceremony. Among
The final event of this year' s St.
those in attendance were Chancello r Patrick' s Celebration was
the parade
John Park and his wife Dorcas; UM on Saturday. This year's
theme, "Dr.
System Curator, Mary Gillespie; con-' Seuss," promised many
colorful and
gresswom anJo Ann Emerson; and Rolla
imaginativ e floats which were defiMayor Elwyn Wax.
nitely produced by the organizatio ns
The coronatio n ceremony also
the participate d. Famous Suess books
crowned a new St. Pat'sQueenofLov~ ·such as Green Eggs and
Ham and The
and Beauty. Jenny Lynn Devereux of Cat in the Hat were represente
d at the
Chi Omega, last year's queen, crowned parade to the delight of
area children .

Car
used a single reduction with an idler
pulley to tension the bell It is patterned after an aircraft suspension so a
shock cord provided both spring and
damping for the system. For the front
suspension the team used the double
A-arm, they felt it gave the best control
over getting the wheels aligned.
Space allotments in the cockpit dictated that the steering be a cable system . The driver will have levers on
either side of him to control the car.
Tho ugh some of the team members

Pacheco
ing education from 1978 to 1980. He
served as executive director of Texas
A& r s bilingual education center and
director of the school's doctoral program from 1980 to 1982.
Pacheco became associate dean of
education at the University ofTexas-E I
Paso in 1982. In 1984, while on leave,
he served as chief policy aide for education to the governor of New Mexico .
Th at ye ar, he became President of
Laredo State University , a position he
held for four years, before becoming
President of the University of Houston ' s
Downtown · campus.
Pacheco is the author or co-author
of numerous publication s in language
educ ation. He is a former Fulbright
Fellow.and was recently honored with
the Distinguished Leadership in Higher

'eto add a

o be abteto

done.

Musi c .

hought this
)UT line of

The clock had run full tilt (midnight for those that don ' t know the
lingo) and the headlining femmes of
rock, Frogpond took the stage. The
crowd filled the floor and stood in
anticipatio n for anything that might
sound like music.
An interesting moment in the tuning phase of the band was when playing
simple riffs from songs like "Waiting
Room" by Fugazi and tidbits of songs
by Joan Jett, some assanine crowd
members yelled profanities like, "You
suck\' and a fe w more unable to be
mentioned here. Needless to say, in
less than five minutes the girls cranked
out the tunes and all was rockin and the
was escorted to the door.

from page 2
were skeptical at firs t, the car handles
well, even if the driver is still not very
comfortab le in the cockpit. The brakes
are fully retractable dual piston calipers, that as of now fully retract (an
improvem ent over past models). The
team opted to use the same batteries
and motor from the first two cars. The
batteries were designed by GM for
their electronic c ar and the ~otor only
needs a tune up 'to insure its performance. The power trackers will be the
same ones used in the E-Cubed. The

10:15 p.m. and let the guys Pseudo
work the crowd for the rest of the
evening.
Pseudo played a few originals but
mainly covers throughou t the night.
Lead guitarist Mer! (COUldn't remember last name) from Wolfs Music carried the band with his truly awesome
guitar technique and showmans hip for
the crowd . .
It's one thing to act good
and
another to be it and well, let's just say
that Merl can act cocky any tim". he
wants.
. The crowd took the floor many
times dancing, whistling and showing

wheels the team originally wanted were
not approved by the Sunrayce committee, so they will have to' a minor modification in that department.
There are only minor jobs to complete on these systems like adding the
windshield and milar sheeting to the
body and tying down wires in the chassis structure. The team to this point has
been able to most things according to
theory but, as in everything, there has
also been some experimenting with
what would work the best.

Solu tions

from page 2
Education Award by Secretary of Education Richard Riley. Under his leadership at Arizo na, the institution moved
to II th among the nation's public universities in funding for research in
science and engineerin g.
As President of the UM System,
Pacheco will report directly to the ninemember Board of Curators, which is
appointed . by the governor. He will
oversee the system' s four campuses:
Co lumbia, Kansas City, St. Lo uis, and
Rolla. He will also be responsible for
the statewide serv ices of University
Outreach and Extension.
The University of Missouri System
has approxima tely 54,000 s tudents
spread across it's four campuses, and
an operates on an annual budget of $1 .2
billion.

from page 3.
The crowd consisting of over 60%
of guys approved either in liking of the
music or just the thought of an all girl
band ... oooh ahh .. .Anyway, the show
lasted until I :20 a.m. this time and the
crowd dwindled out again and headed
out to more festivities for the night.
Pseudo Blues Band wi If Six
were Nince 3/15/97
Yes. we have a local rockin blues
band here in Rolla. These guys can and
do put on one hell of a show. The
evening was broken into with ISWN
around 9:30 p.m. this time and entertained the crowd with originals and a
few covers. These guys are from
around here so expect to see more of
them. Their set ended

Page 13

are playing at the Open Hand, be sure
to check them out...they playa little of
everything that anyone would like
them. The evening fini shed up later
this time, somewher e around 1:25 a.m.
and the crowd again slowly dwindled
out and headed off into the night.
Open Hand Concerts Wrap-Up
The overall St. Pat's Concert "Se ries" at the Open Hand was a success,
and I am sure all thal showed up had an
excellent time.
So what if there wasn't the big
headliners like REO Speedwag on .. .
heh ... or greats like the Violent
Femmes, the great thing about it was
that everyone had 'a good time.

from page 9
J.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Answers to Hocus Focus
Jacket is different.
Pocketbook is missing .
Sign is missing.
Leg is moved.
Post is differe nt.
Hat is moved.
Answers to King Crosswor d
PR
R E
A 6
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MU M
HE E P
N E
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1 N DO
E T
01 MA GG 10
RT Y R
A C H 1 ER
L E 1 5
TEN
A R P E GG 10
R E A P
Mil
GA MUT
ELL
60 A 5
L 0 T H AR 10
CPO
N L R 6
C L E A V E
OU 5 T E R
HA MR AD 10
E R GO
A L A 5
A 5 K
N E AT
PA T E
MA5
T E 05

9.9 ¢M IN
NO FEES 6 SEC BILLING

INTERS TATE I NATION WIDE
FREE CALLING CARD

1 800-564-4348

BUY RECYCLED ",

A .N D SAVIE :
. When you buy products made from recycled materials.
recycling keeps working. To find out more. call1-800 -CALL-EDF.

,
e.

ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFENSE
FUND

EI>F
~

MDIl'
Muscular

Twelve

million America n

A;Z!c~~~

them? Call Second Harvest.

kids never had a choice.

America's food bank net-

Won't you choose co help

work, at 1-800-532- FOOD.

1-800-572 -1717
neuromuscular
diseases.
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Swim

from page 8

dedicated to trying to improve upon
this year. We will lose Bill[Unzicker]
and John Mikrut, but we have a pretty
good recruiting class. Hopefully we
will get lucky with some of those
individuals . We've also got a great
class coming back. We are very
excited. We feel like this is not a
situation were we are just satisfied
with eighth. We are looking at moving
up next year," Coach Mullin said:
The year was full of highlights,
but the culminating point was at
nationals. "Taking eighth was a great
accomplishment. but I think taking
back the regional championship was

great for the season. There you're not
just looking at the individuals but at
the team as a whole. It was a very
closely contested meet, which after the
second day we were behind. We had
to come back the second day. When
the chips were down the tearn really
picked it up for a great performance
that last day. There is not any question
that the regionals and nationals were
the highlights of the season and that's
the way it should be. We have been
working for those two events all year.
It went very well for us ihis year, and I
hope the univers ity is proud of our
accomplishments," Coach Mullin said.
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from page 8

had come in relief of Hill. It was their
fifth and sixth homeruns of the grul)e
for California, but unfortunately for
them, all had been solo blasts or [wo
run homers and only accoun ted for
eight of the teams nine runs: the fin al
score 10-9.
The fifth game of the tournament
fo r the Miners saw them pilled up
against Wayne State University. The
Miners again got things started early.
They scored five runs in the first inning
on a sin gle by Sisco, a walk to
Williams, an RBI single by Bryant, and
RBI double by DH Hill , and an RBI
single by Hopper, bUl they couldn't get
much going after thal The could only
. manage four hits the rest of the grune
and didn't plate another run . The
Miner pilchers, at the same time, got
knocked around a bit, allowing s ix
eamed runs in the first six innings on

ten hits, three walks, and two hit
batsmen. The final score was Wayne
State six, UMR four.
The final tou rn runent game for the
Miners ended in a six all tie wi th
Marietta. Once aga in, the Miners got
started early, plating three runs in the
first inning. It was their fifth time in
six games that they had scored at least
two runs inoneofthe first two innings.
Staning pitcher Tom Win ke lm an
struggled a bit, however, giving up
back to back homeruns in the second
inning, and after two the Miners trailed
4-2. The Miners scored three more in
the fourth inning, thanks to successive
hits and walks by six Miner players,
all with two outs, and the team took a
64 lead. The lead didn' t hold, though,
as Mariella scored twice in the seventh
on an error, leading to the 6-6 tie.

Pro Sports
worthy of note: Remember P aul
Molitor? Well, if you' ve ever been into
professional baseball, then the chances
are that yo u do. This is going to be his
twentieth year in the majors, and at 40
he 's probably not quite cutting it like
he used to, right? Well, not really. The
truth is Molitor's in great form, and
coming off one of his best seasons ever,
after batting an impressive .34 1 last
year. Sure he's not quite the athlete
he used to be, but you can't deny the
impact of experience in acase like this.
Watch him this year... he could surprise
yo u by being among the top batting
average leaders.

from page 8
Almost eyeryone knows that
Roger "The Rocket" Clemens is one
of the ·best pilchers ever to grace the
Boston Red Sox mound, right? Well,
he was ...until he packed up and moved
to Toronto. Joining other pitching
heavyweights in Juan Guzman and Pat
Hentgen, the Blue Jays will have a
pitching staff to watch this year.
Thanks for keeping up with me
this week, and I'll continue with the
other sports in my next article. Until
then, keep watching OUI for baseball
news ...... spring training ends in the
end of March, and then the games
begin!
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40 neuromuscular diseases.
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Muscular Dystrophy AsIIoclation

wow.1

Dead

1-800-572-1717

MAVE
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DRUNK DRMNG DOEsN'T JUST KILL DRUNK DRNERS.

Attn:

Nathan Hollingsworth, killed July 30, 1991 at 1:20 pm on 1-20, Pearl, Miss.
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Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do whatever it takes to stop him.
Because if he kills innocent people, how will you live with yourself?
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This year, millions will file their
tax returns by phone - using
TeleFile, a free service from the
IRS. The call is easy and refunds
are fast. Check your mail for a
TeleFile booklet.
Department of the Treasury

Internal Revenue Service

0'

http://www.it! .".fre .. . 9
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iii TeleFile
It's free. It's fast. It works.
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There are no smal
victories in the fight
against heart disease.

~

American Heart . . .
Association...V
. 992. American Heart I\ssuciaiion
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BREWER SCIENCE, INC.
PO Box GG 2401 Brewer
Interview Date:
Rolla, MO 65401
Attn: Mr. Russ Pagel, Director Cee Division
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
ELEC MECH
Grad Dates:1296 0597· 0797
Citizenship: US/penm
Position Available: ElectroMechanical Engr; Electronics Engr.
Position Location: Rolla, MO
Deadline for subm!ttlog resumes: March 21
Infonmation available in 301 Norwood Hall.

STAR ENTERPRISE
PO Box 37
Interview Date: 0 4 / 15
Convent, LA 70723
Attn: Ms, Carolyn Blair, Human Resources
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.650
Majors:
CHE
Grad Dates:0597 0797 1297
Citizenship: US/penm
Position Available: Chemical Engineer/process EngJneer-Oli Ref1nery
Position Location: Convent, LA (near New Orleans and Baton Rouge)
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 27
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall

Method: Open
CARBOUNE COMPANY
Interview Date: 03/27
350 Hanley Industrial
St. Louis, MO 63144
Attn: Ms. Patricia Henderson, Human Resources Manager
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.450
Majors:
CMPS
Grad Dates:0597 0797
'Posltlon Available: Programmer Analyst
Position Location: St. louis, MO
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: March 17 • 8 :00 a.m.
Brlng transcrlpt to the Interview.

SVERDRUP FACIUTIES, INC
Method: PRS-OPEN
400 South 4th Street
St. Louis, MO 63102
Attn: Ms. Theresa Czolgosz, Human Resources
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.450
Majors:
ELEC CMPS MECH CHE
Grad Dates: 1296 0597 0797
Citizenship: US/penm
Position Available: Systems Integration Engineer
Position Location: Infonmatlon not available '
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 21
Information available in 301 NorwOod Hall

DuPONT, EIDeNEMOURS AND CO.
Method: PRS-OPEN
1007 Marl<et Street N . 1;2424
Wilmington, DE 19898
Attn: Mr. David P. Berllen, Mgr of College Relat & Recr
Minimum GPA: 2.950
Degree Level: B
Majors:
ELEC MECH
Grad Dates:0597 0797
Position Available: Power Systems; Manufacturlng/Process Engr.
Position LocatJon: Geographically Aexlble
Deadline for submitting resumes: March ~1
www.DuPont.com/careers
MAVERICK TUBE CORPORATION

RS.

YORK INTERNATIONAL COMPANY

Method: Open

Method: PRS-OPEN

4950 N County Road 967
Interview Date: 03/24
Blytheville, AR 72315 '
Attn: Mr. George Grause,
Degree Level: B M PhD Minimum GPA: 2.450
Majors:
MET
Grad Dates:1295 0597 0797 1297
Position Available: Process Metallurgist
Position Location: Blytheville, AR
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: March 17 • 8:00 a.m,
!nformatlon on cO!f1PC!ny available In 301 Norwood Hall

PO Box 1592·231C
Yorl<, PA 17405-1592
Attn: Mr. Dean Norbeck. Engr. Mgr. Electronics & Controls
Degree Level: M PhD Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
ELEC
Grad Dates:l296 0597 0797 1297
Position Available: Power Electronics & Motors with background In AC-OC drlves; Control
Systems and Prlnclpals, Magnetics, Thermo Dynamlcsand Physics.
Must know C and C++ and able to do embedded software.
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 21

RTW • 'ROGERS TOOL WORK
Method: Open
205 North 13th Street
Interview Date: 03/21
Rogers, AR 72756
Attn: Mr. Scott Stewart
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.400
Majors:
MET
Grad Dates:1296 0597 0797
Position Available: ' Process Metallurgist
Position Location: Rogers, AR
OPEN SIGN{JP DATE: Immediately
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall
Web Page Address: Info.gfil.com

ADDITIONS, CORRECTIONS, CANCELLATIONS, ETC.
PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING:
Centex Rooney Construction Co • • Pre-Recruitnnent Meeting· Thursday, Mary 27 . 5:30 p.m.
Mlssourl Room · UCE

A GOOD BOOK IS A
GOODFRIEND
Rolla Books
1000 S. Bishop
Rolla,.MO 65401
(573) 368-4155
South Hwy. 63

.~

Method: PRS<:LOSED
WORLDSPAN
Interview Date: 03/20
7300 Tiffany Sprfngs Par1<way
Kansas Clty,MO 64153
Attn: Ms. Pamela Emert, Manager Human Resources
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 3 ,000
Majors:
CMPS ELEC
Grad Dates:0597 00
Citizenship: US/Penm
No Information on the positiOn. Test will be given before the interview.
TeSting is scheduled for Wednesday, March 19, 1997 at 6:00p.m. In 216 McNutt Hall.

....

INTERVIEW DATE CHANGED:
Strange & Coleman, Inc •. Interview date changed to March 24, 1997
CANCELLATIONS:
,
Texas Instruments· Materlals and Controls Group Scheduled for March 18 and 19 has
CANCELLED.
Amerlcan Management Systems, Inc• • Scheduled for March 11 has CANCELLED.

'....
I)
,
I

* $200 - $500 WEEKLY *

~

.'

t;I~~r ~

SpJ!i!:!· Wine · Kegs

1021 Kingshighway

364.6845 '

SPECIAL ORDERS WELCOME

Mailing phone cards. No experience necessary.
For more infunnation seIJd a self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Global Communication,
P.O. Box 5679, Hollywood, FL 33083

----~-------------------------------------------

_L-------I
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Method: PRS-OPEN
MARLEY COOLING TOWER
Date of Interview:
'
P. O. Box 2912
Mission, KS 66202
Engineering Recruiter
Majors: MECH CIVL ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.950
Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Position Available: Summer Intem
Position Location: Kansas City
Deadline for submitting resume: March 21
NO CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview:

ADTRAN, INC.
901 Explorer Blvd.
Huntsville , AL 35806-28 07
Mr. Kevin Schneider
Majors: ELEC CMPS
Minimum GPA: 3.450
Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Position Available:· Design Engineer/Staff Scientist
Position Location, Huntsville , AL
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 20
NO CAMPUS INTERVIEW

Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview:

PEA RIDGE IRON ORE COMPANY
HC 65, Box 110
Sullivan, MO 63080
Mr. Tom Gallagher
Majors: MECH ELEC MIN GEE MET CIVL CHE
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Position Available: Summer Intem
Position Location: 13 miles south of Sullivan, MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 20
NO CAMPUS INTERVIEWS.

Method: PRS-OPEN
CITY OF ST. LOUIS
Date of Interview:
1200 Market Street Room 100
St. Louis, MO 63103
Department of Personnel
Majors: ALL
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Must be at least Freshman standing.
Position Available: Summer Intem
Position Location: St. Lou is, MO
TO QUALIFY.
MUST BE A PERMANENT RESIDENT OF THE CITY OF ST. LOUIS
Deadline for submitting re sumes: April 2
Cover letter and transcript MUST be submitted with your resume.
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SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY

NO CAMPUS INTERVIEW.

8001 East Bloomington Freeway
Bloomington, MN 55420

Method: PRS-OPEN
JOHNSON CONTROLS-JEFFERSON CITY
Date of Interview:
2730 West Main
Jefferson City, MO 65102
. Mr. Steve Durham
Majors: ELEC MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.750
Must be at least Junior standing.
Position Available: Maintenance Engineering Intem
Position Location: Jefferson City, MO
Deadline for submitting resume: March 20
NO CAMPUS INTERVIEWS.

Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview:

Mr. James R. Woodruff
Majors: ELEC MECH CMPS
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Must be at least Junior standing.
Position Available: Summer Intem
Position Location: Bloomington, MN
Deadline for submitting resume: March 21
NO CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

Se nio rPictures
Marc h 17 - 21 (Mon - Fri)
103G Norwood (Rollamo Office)
1:00p m - 4:30 pm & 5:30 - 8:30 pm
Questions?

6:00 pm: E
6:00 pm:
McNull

6:00 pm: C

B

6:~pm:

7:00 pm: A

7:00 pm: A
Societies, 10

7:00 pm: t
Buehler

7:00 pm: (
McNull

-

7:30 pm:

-

Schrenk

7:30 pm: 11

341-4279

-...J

Nichole Sloan

-

7:30pm: So(

212 McNul!

7:30 pm: BE

UCE

Taken by Studio One High Tech Photog raphy

There's no horseplay at PCB. Your deposits are safeguarded
by each and every employee-ow ner. Since PCB is locally owned,
your deposits are reinvested in this community in the fonn of
loan. to homeowners and to . mall businesses as well as for
consumer purchases. We pride ourselves on providing our
customers with the best possible .emces at competitive
in~rest ",~s .

PheIPS

~ Bank
•

• County

6th & Pne ' Rolla
s. Jefterson · Sl James
364·5202

Immediat e positions available for contract programm ing, design
and developm ent for a SI. Louis based technology company.
Must be at least a Junior in Compute r Science or Electrical
Engineering. Pay will be $15.00 per hour. Must be able to devote
plus.
20 hours per week. Visual Basic, Omnis, or SQL expericnce,a
.
Ballwin
Orchard.
West
411
..
Inc
s,
Enterprise
GTM
to
resume
Send
MO 63011, or fax to (314) 256-8539, or s~nd to our e-mail
address on the Internet at GMORR ISGTM @ AOL.eOM .

9:30 am:
EdUCational ~
Talk "Openinl
SOuth Pacific:

=--3:30 pm:

COlloquium
SYmplelic
liardy, 209 M
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::-:----4.30 pm: Civ

seminar "8
In er ' r
1 act io n" t
217 CE '

~
• Pm: Chi

Missouri Miner

All organizational meeting times
and places are provided by tbe Student Activity Center, 218 UCW .
Please send·all cbanges to tbe aforementioned office.

12:30 pm: UMR Civil Engineering
Environmental Engineering Program
Seminar. 203 CE
2:30 pm: Volleyball Club, Rec Center
4:00 pm: Volleyball Club Women's
practice, Rec Center

4:00 pm: Volleyball Club Women's
Practice, Rec Center

7:00 pm: Kappa Delta, Campus Man
Contest, 114 CE

7:00 pm : Assoc. of Engineering
Geologists, 211 McNutt

7:30 pm: SocietiofMining Engineers,
212 McNutt

5:30 pm: Pi Tau Sigma, 107C ME
Annex

7:00 pm:
SUB Spring Film s,
Highlander, 104 ME

1:00 pm: Alpha Phi Omega. 114 CE

9:00 pm: Student Union Board
Homecoming Committee, 216 ME

6:00 pm: AIChE. Committee on
Legislation, 109 CSF

8:00 pm: Theatre Players - Presents
the musical "South Pacific, " Leach
Theatre, Castleman

6:30 pm: American Concrete Institute,
114CE

9:00 pm:
SUB Spring Films,
Highlander. 104 ME

6:30 pm: American Nuclear Society,
227 Fulton

pm:

7:00 pm: EIT Review Session, Statics
and Dynamics. 117 CE
7:00 pm: Film Festival- TrioAmericas:
Music of Brahms and Brazil. Leach
Theatre, Castleman
9:00 pm: Arnold Air Society, 208
Harris

6:30
Intercollegiate Knights, 204
McNutt

10:00 am: Ultimate Club. MultiPurpose Bldg

9:30 pm: Delta Omicron Lamda, 126
Schrenk

UCW"~

7:00 pm: Koinonia, Walnut Rm, UCW

11:00 am: Intemational Students Club.
Centennial Hall, UCE

9:30 pm: Juggling Club, Rec Center

5:30 pm: Sigma Gamma Epsilon. 206
McNutt

7:00 pm: Toastmasters, 109 CSF

4:30 pm: Student Council, Walnut Rm,

6:00 pm: Eta Kappa Nu. 104 EE

7:00 pm: Err Review Session, Fluid
Dynamics, 117 CE

2:00 pm: Chinese Student Assn., 216 .
12:00 pm:
ME
Restaurant

6:00 pm:
McNutt

7:00 pm:
Schrenk

Sigma Phi Epsilon. 139

2:00 pm: Theatre Players - Presents
the musical "South Pacific." Leach
Theatre. Castleman

7:00 pm: Gaming Association. 231
McNutt

4:00 pm: Alpha Phi Alpha. Walnut
Rm,UCW

8:00 pm: Academic Competition
Organization. 314 CE

7:00 pm:
Schrenk

8:00 pm: Solar Car Team, EMgt Bldg

8:30 pm: Omega Sigma, 204 McNutt

Spelunkers Club, 204

6:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallery UCE
6:30 pm: Blue Key, 216 ME
7:00 pm: A1ChE. G-3 Schrenk
7:00 pm: Association of Professional
Societies, 1'03 EMgt
7:00 pm:
Buehler

Amateur Radio Club. 110

7:00 pm:
McNutt

College Democrats, 216

7:30 pm:
Schrenk

Kappa Kappa Psi, 125

8:00 pm: Theatre Players - Presents
the musical "South Pacific, " Leach
Theatre, Castleman

11:00 am:
Kappa Delta. Mr.
Popularity, Breezeway
2:30 pm: Volleyball Club, Rec Center

7:30 pm: Tau Beta Sigma. 126 Schrenk
7:30pm: Society of Mining Engineers.
212 McNutt ·
7:30 pm: Bahai Club. Meramec Rm,
UCE

9:30 am:
UMR Multicultural
Educational Support Program Coffee
Talk "Opening Night Play Preview on
South Pacific." 107 Norwood
Computer Science
3:30 pm:
Colloquium, "Multiple, Time-Step
Sympletic Integration." by David
Hardy. 209 MCS
4:30 pm: Civil Engineering Graduate
seminar. "Bridge Foundation Pile
Interaction," by Shahbaz Chowdhary,
217CE
4:30 pm: Chi Epsilon. 114 CE

7:00 pm:
McNutt

Show Me Anime. 204

Sigma Phi Epsilon, 139

11:00 am: Student Council. IRC. Puck
11:30 am: University Orators Chapter
of Toastmasters International. Missouri
Rm.UCE
4:30 pm: Chemistry Seminar - "The
Fate of Magnetism in Extremely Dense
Matter." by Moshe Pasternak. G-3
Schrenk
5:30 pm: Spanish Club. 203 HSS

7:00 pm:
SUB Spring Films,
Highlander, 104 ME

7:00 pm: Christian Science, Sunrise
Rm.UCE

8:00 pm: Thea!re Players - Presents
the musical "S9uth P~cific: " Leach
Theatre, Castleman

7:30 pm: Arnold Air Society, 201
Harris

9:00 pm:
SUB Spring Films,
Highlander. 104 ME

7:00 pm: National Society of Black
Engineers, 204 McNutt
8:00 pm: Academic Competition
Organization, 314 CE

8:00 am: Chi Epsilon mailing, 317 CE
9:30 am: American Concrete Institute.
Exam,117CE

11:30 pm: SUB Leisure & Recreation,
Easter Egg Hunt Announcement, 104
ME

5:00 pm: Society of Women Engineers,
206 McNutt

10:00 am: Ultimate Club, Outside
Multi-Purpose Bldg

5:00 pm: !FC, 216 McNutt

2:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallery, UCE

7:00 pm: Tau Beta Pi, G-3 Schrenk

Booster Club. Barracks

2:30 pm: Volleyball Club, Rec Center
4:00 pm: Volleyball Club Women's
practice, Rec Center
4:30 pm: Student Council, Walnut Rm,
UCW
4:30 pm: Chemistry Seminar- "People
are Chemicals Too--A Biochemists
Approach to the Publics Fear of
Chemicals," by lrmagard Howard, G-3
Schrenk
5:30 pm: Sigma Giunma Epsilon. 206
McNutt
6:00 pm & 9:00 pm: SUB, Second
City Performing. Leach Theatre.
Castleman
6:00 pm:
McNutt

Spelunkers Club. 204

6:00 pm: ASME, 104 ME
6:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallery, UCE
7:00 pm: Amateur Radio Club. 110
Buehler
7:00 poi: IEEE, 117 CE
7:00 pm: Omega Chi Epsilon. G-3
Schrenk
7:00 pm : College Democrats, 216
McNutt
7:30 pm:
Schrenk

Kappa Kappa Psi, 125

7:30 pm: Tau Beta Sigma, 126 Schrenk
7:30 pm: Bahai Club. Meramec Rm,
UCE

Classifieds
Help Wanted
Men/Women earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience
unnecessary. will train. Immediate
openings iii your local area. Call 1-520680-7891 EXT C2oo.

~xtra!
'~~tra!
The Missouri Miner reserves the right
to edit all submitted announcements for
style. grammer, punctuation, spelli?g•.
length, and matters of good taSte.
Announcements must be submitted by
3:30 p .m. on Thursday before
publication.
Society of Women EngIneers seeks
donations for contest
To promote interest among girls in math
and science related fields. the UMR
cbapter of the S~ciety of Women
Engineers will be hosting their second
annual math contest for seventh grade
girls in the Rolla area. Last year
approximately 130 girls from two
schools participated. All awards and
funds for last year's contest were
donated by local businesses and several
departments at UMR. Prizes included
gift certificates. T-shirts. and a savings
bQnd. This year's contest will be beld
April 14th at the Rolla Middle School.
An awards reception. sponsored by the
MESP program office, will be held on
May 1. For more information. contact
Janet Herzberg at 364-2797 (home),
341-6323 (SWEoffice), or by e-maiI at
janet@umr.edu.
Attention Club Presidents
The Association for Black Students is
hosting a formal this spring called the
Elegance Ball. We cordially invite you
to participate in this special occasion.
We are asking that each club submit a
contestant; one girl and/or guy. There
will be a King and Queen announced at
the ball. This decision Will be based on
the amount of raffle tickets sold. 1be

esd

lI'edO
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winners will each receive $25.00. The
ball will be held in Centennial Hall of
UCE on March 30. 1997 at 6:00 pm.
For more information. please .contact
Maleika
at
341-8955
or
maleika@umr.edu.
Report summer jobs to COC
Students are reminded to report their
summer jobs and internships to the
Career Opportunities Center if they
have not already done so. Forms are
available on the COC website at
www.umr.edu/--career/ and also at the
Center in room 304 Norwood Hall.
EIT Review Session Schedule
Chi Epsilon and the American Society of
Civil Engineers are sponsoring several
EIT review sessions. All sessions are at
7:00 pm in 117 CE unless otherwise
noted The subject and dates are: Fluid
Mechanics. March 20; Statics and Dy-'
namics. March 25; Mathematics.
March 27 in . 114 CE; Mechanics of
Materials. April- I; Themodynamics.
April 3; and Electrical Circuits. April
15.
Community College Summer
School Registration
If you are going to be in SL Louis or
Kansas City for the summer and have
some free time or just. want to get ahead
with some courses that you need to
complete. the Admissions Office is
sponsoring a Community College Fair
on Wednesday. March 26. 1997 so that
. you may register for summer courses.
College representatives will be in the
Miner Lounge from 9:00am to 2:00pm
and have all of the necessary material
for you to regis!er. In addition. Julie
Parker and Jennie Bayless will be there
to assist you if you have question§
regarding how the courses will transfer
back to UM-Rolla. If you have any
questions. please feel free to call Jennie
at 341-4372 or email your question to
jennieb@shuttle.cc.umr.edu.
. Corree Talks
The Multicultural Educational Support
Program in,:ites faculty. staff and
students to a series of coffee talks from
9-11am on Thursdays at the MESP
Office in Room 107 Norwood Hall.
Free coffee. homemade pastries and good
conversation are included. On the third
Thursday of every month. MESP will
have a guest host to lead discussions.
The line-up of guest hosts includes:
Preview of "South Pacific" with John
Woodfin. March 20; "Voices of
Inspiration" sings songs from CD
entitled "Missouri State Wide Gospel
Choir"; and Stress Reliever with Ann
Wilks. May 15 .
Freshman Orientation needs your
~elp

Volunteers are needed to assist with the
freshman Orientation weekends . You
can make a difference by informing
prospective students of why UMR
should be their frrst choice. have fun

Wednesday, March 19, 1997
and take a break from your normal Scholarship Committee.
routine. Freshman Orientation dates • To encollrage a mentor process. the
are: March 31. April 25. June II. and recipients must be .. sponsored by" a
June 13. 1997. For more information. member of the Missouri Association
contact OSAC at 341-4211 or of Insurance Agents.
pfrisbee@umr.edu. or stop by the • Preference will be given to applicants
Center for Personal and Professional . attending or planning to attend a
Missouri college or university.
Development. 204 Norwood Hall.
• The recipient must be majoring in a
discipline that could lead to a career in
E-mail Forwarding
Did you know that the MSM-UMR the insurance industry.
Alumni Office will forward your UMR • Preference will be given to students
e-mail for up to one year following your entering their Junior or Senior year of
departure from UMR . An active UMR college.
account. a request for forwarding. and Applications available in the Student
the new e-mail address to forward mail Financial Aid Office. G-I Parker Hall.
to must be provided for this service. Application deadline: April 20, 1997.
For more information. see the Alumni
Web Page at http://www.umr.edu/ Heavy Constructors Association of
the Greater Kansas City Area
alumni!.
The Heavy Constructors Association
Industry Advancement Fund (HCAFinancial
lAF) Scholarship is directed toward
Aid
individuals pursuing degrees in civil
Information
engineering. construction management,
business administration. computer
Carat Scholarsbip Foundation
science . management information
Carat Scholarship Foundation is funded sy'stems. mathematics or any other
by the contributions of civic-minded technical field . The prerequisite is that
individuals. businesses and various fund the student demonstrates a commitment
raisers. The Foundation offers $500 - toward a career in construction.
$ 1000 scholarships semiannually to
Additionally. the student will also be
graduate and undergraduate students required to work in summer
who are United States citizens. The construction while in school. The
scholarship are awarped on the basis of Association will assist with placement
career goals. financial needs and if necessary. Applications available in
academic records. To receive current the Student FinaAcial Aid Office. G-I
information packets and applications Parker Hall. Application deadline:
for The Carat Scholarship. send a April 25, 1997 . . Please submit
stamped self addressed envelope to: applications to the Student Financial
Carat Scholarship Foundation. Attn .. : Aid Office.
Carol McAuliffe-Director. 5 Magnolia
Parkway. Hawthorn Woods. II.. 60047. 1997-98 Coterie Scholarship $1000
Applications are due by April 1, 1997 Criteria:
for a June 15 distribution. November • The recipient must be a female student
1,1997 for a December 15 distribution. atUMR.
Aprll 1, 1998 for a June 15. 1998 • She must have completed 50% of the
distribution. and November 1, 1998 for hours necessary for completion of her
degree from UMR.
a December 15. 1998 Distribution.
• She must be enrolled with a minimum
Mark
Bouckaert
Memorial of 9 hours in a degree program at the
time of scholarship payment and must
Scbolarshlp
Scholarship given in the memory of show evidence of satisfactory progress
Mark Bouckaert. The amount is $800 toward that degree.
Fall semester only. Qualifications: • She must demonstrate fmaneial need.
Senior level student (graduating Fall • She must submit a written statement
1997 or Winter 1998). Member of outlining her reasons for application to
Kappa Sigma Fraternity. or graduated the Coterie Scholarship Committee.
from Lindbergh High School. SL Louis. • She must not ,be a member of the
Need for financial aid is a requirement, family of any UMR faculty. full-time
therefore must have current fmancial aid staff. or other personnel.
information at the Student Financial Aid (She may be an employee herself.)
Office. Application forms are available The women with added personal
at the Student Financial Aid Office. obligations (e.g .• children. invalid
Application deadline: March 31, 1997. dependent, physical disabilities. etc.).
The woman who had her college
Missouri
Agents
Education education interrupted and is returning
to .complete her graduate or
Foundation
It is the intent of the Board to award at undergraduate degree at UMR. (Grade
least two scholarships in the amount of point will be taken into consideration.)
$1 .000 each . for the school year Send a letter of application explaining
your qualifications to: Coterie. P. O.
beginning in the Fall of 1997.
REQUIREMENTS :
Box 1638. Rolla. MO 65401.
• No recipients may be a member of Application deadline: April 5, 1997.
the immediate family of an MAEF
Board member or the MAEF

$

$

Scholarships for Graduate
Students
The US Army ROTC Department is
now offering a limited number of twoyear graduate school scholarships.
These scholarships are available to
students who will be pursuing their
graduate degrees starting fall semester
1997. All disciplines may apply. There
are many benefits to this program .. You
get up to $12.800 per year towards
tuition. $450 per year towards the
purchase of textbooks. $150 per month
for other expenses. and the
opportunity to become.a commissioned
officer at the time of completion on
active duty or part time in the National
Guard or Reserves. ~o be eligibile. you
must be a U.S. citizen. have a cumulative
GPA of 2.5 or higher. complete
undergraduate degree prior to 'fall
semester. be physically and medically
qualified, be under 27 years of age on
June 30 of the year of commissioning.
and maintain a full time student staWs.
Deadline to apply is March 21, 1997.
See Major Greg Allison in 306 Harris
Hall (341-4744) for details.
Americorps Education Awards
Program
The AmeriCorps Education Awards
Program offers members the standard
AmeriCorps education stipend of over
$4.700 for one year of community
service. but unlike AmeriCorps USA,
it does not provide a living allowance
or other benefits. For information on
this program contact the Student
Financial Aid Office. G-I Parker Hall.
The William M. Reiss Foundation
Scholarship Fund
Scholarship recipients are limited to
Graduates of publicly supported High
schools located withing the city limits
of Belleville, ll1inois. Students working
toward a degree in medicine, but not
nursing . are excluded.
Post
Baccalaureate students will not be
considered. Applications available in
the Student Financial Aid Office, G-l
Parker Hall. Application .must be sent
by: May 1, 1997.
1997-98 Desk and Derrick
Educational Trust
The Association of Desk and Derrick
Clubs sponsors a scholarship program
through the Desk and Derrick
Educational Trust for student citizens
of the United States or Canada who have
completed two years of undergraduate
studies with a minimum of 3.0 grade
point average (computed on a·4.0 scale).
Applicants must be pursuing a degree
in a major field of study related to the
petroleum industry with the objective
of obtaining full-time employment in
the petroleum. energy and allied
industries and have need of financial
assistance. Applications available in
the Swdent Financial Aid Office, G-l
Parker Hall. Application deadline must
be received by: AprU 1, 1997.

Scott-St. Louis Area Chapter,
Armed Forces Communications and
Electronics Association
The Scott-SI. Louis Chapter of'the
Armed Forces Communications and
Electronics Association plans to award
two $2500 and five $1000 scholarships
to local sWdents majoring in engineering.
scientific, computer science, or
telecommunications
programs.
Scholarships are to be awarded in May
for use in the Fall and Spring semester,
1997 -98. To qualify. you must be
entering college as a freshman.
sophomore, junior. or senior during the
1997 -98 school year; be a full-time
student (as defined by the school's
admissions office); attend a 2 or 4 year
accredited institution; and express an
intention to pursue or complete a degree
in engineering, scientific areas, computer
science or telecommunications. You do
not have to be a member of AFCEA.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
Application must be returned by: April
11,1997.
The Midwest Concrete Industry
Board,lnc.
The Mid-West Concrete Industry
Board has established a perpetual fund
known as the Mid-West Concrete
Industry Board Education Fund. This
Fund is an endowment fund that will
provide financial assistance to college
engineering students pursuing a
Bachelor of Scienoe or higher degree that
includes concrete and concrete design
courses as an integral part of their degree
program.
APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS :
• The applicant's permanent reSidence
as indicated on college records or the
high school or record must be within
the states of Kansas or Missouri and
either (a) within a ISO-mile radius from' '
a point on the Kansas!Missouri state
line at highway 1-35; or (b) within a25
mile radius of the main U.S. Post Office
at the mailing address of a current MCIB
member.
• Applicant must be pursuing a
Bachelor of Science <r higher degree that
includes concrete and cOncrete design
courses as an integral part of their degree
program at an accredited college or
urtiversity.
• Applicant must be enrolled in or have
completed concrete or concrete design
courses.
• Applicant must not be a son.
daughter. grandson, granddaughter,
niece. or nephew or an Advisory
Committee member.
• Part-time student applicants will be
limited to junior class status or above.
The scholarship award to part-time
students will be commensurate with the
costs.

• The application must be typewritten.
Responses to questions on the
application must be answered on the
form. with the exception of the essay
'questions. which may be typed on a
separate sheet and attached to the
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application. The application must be
accompanied by a college transcript.
• (a) A statement appraisal of the
applicant in terms of potential for
growth, character, leadership capacity,
and career interest from three evaluators
is required: at least on should be from a
faculty member. The statements of
appraisal must be returned directly to
MCrB
by
each
evalu~tor.
Recommendations sent to MCrB by
the applicant will not be accepted.
(b) Applicants must ensure that
MCIB has received these appraisals
before
application
deadline.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
Application must be received by: April
30,1997.
Missouri Council or" the Blind
Any legally blind person enrolled in or
under consideration for admission to
post secondary training programs, who
an:,"" Missouri residents, and have
submitted a c"o mpleted application and
all required supporting materials, are
eligible W considered for a MCB
scholarship. The definition of legal
blindness is as follows: Visual acuity of
20(200 or less in the bener corrected
eye or a visual field of 20 degrees or
less in "the bette.r corrected eye. To be

be

eligible you must be legally blind in
BOTH eyes. Applications available in
the Student Financial Aid Office, G-l
Parker Hall. Applications must be
received by: May 1, 1997.
NAWIC The Greater Kansas City,
MO Scholarship Foundation
NAWIC seeks scholarship candidates
with a similar commitment to their
career in construction, If you are
currently enrolled, full-time student
with a minimum of one year remaining
in a cO!lfSe of study leading to a degree
or an Associate Degree in constructionrelated degree program and a career in
construction. Applications available in
the Student Financial Aid Office, G- l
Parker Hall. Application must be
postmarked no later than: March 31,
1997.
The John Gyles Education Fund
The John Gyles Education Fund is a
private ,
benevolent endeavor
established seven years ago with the
'help of a Canadian!American benefactor.
Each year financial assistance is
available to students in both Canada and
the United States. Full Canadian or
American citizenship is a requirement.
Awards are available to both male and
female students for all areas of post-

secondary study. A minimum GPA of
2.7 is required. Crileria other than
strictly academic ability and financial
need are considered in the selection
process. Selected students will receive
up to $3,000.00. Filing dates for mailing
applications in 1997 are April 1st, June
15th, and November 15th. To receive
an application please send only a
stamped***(US 32 ), self-addressed,
standard letter size (No. 10) envelope
to the following address:
The John Gyles Education Fund
Attention: R. James Cougle
P. O. Box 4808,712 Riverside Drive
Fredericton, New Brunswick
Canada E3B 5G4
···We use international mail services,
therefore U.S. postage is acceptable.
Rolla Lions Club Vance Scholarship
Fund
Students must be a graduate from
Newburg, St. James, or Rolla High
schools. Applications available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G-I
Parker Hall. Application deadline must
be returned no later then: April 7, 1997.
National Association of Women in
Construction St. Louis Chapter 38
The St. Louis Missouri Chapter of the
N.ational Association of Women in

Construction is accepting applications
for our ANNUAL Scholarship awards.
Students must be enrolled in a
curriculum leading to a career in a
construction-related field. Applicants
are selected based upon fmancial need,
grade point average and commitment to
their field of study. NAWIC members
and their families are not eligible. Equal
consideration will be given to all
applicants. Applicants available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G-l
Parker Hall. Application must be
submitted by: March 31, 1997.
American Electroplaters and
Surface Finishers Society
Each year the American Electroplaters
and Surface Finishers Society offers
scholarships
to
upper class
undergraduate and graduate students
who are interested in the surface
finishing field . Criteria: .
* Undergraduate studen,ts must b'e
studying in metallurgy, meeallurgical
engineering, materials science or
engineering, chemistry, chemical
engineering, or environmental
engineering.
• Selection factors include achievement,
scholarship potential, motivation and
interest in the fmishing technologies.
* Must be a full-time student during
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the academic year the scholarship is
received.
* Financial need is not a factor.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid Office,.G-l Parker Hall.
Application and all requested
documents must be postmarked by
April 15, 1997.
Rural Missouri, loc

If you have been employed as a
farmworker in the past two years, you
may be eligible to receive free tuition
assistance for your education. If you
have worked as a farm, orchard,
greenhouse or poultry/egg production
employee, you may qualify. To obtain
details and the field representative
closest to you call 1-800-234-4971.
Chrysler
announces
new
scholarship program
With an eye toward assisting
outstanding collegebound students,
Chrysler Corporation recently awarded
1,000 grants to 40 recipients through
its new Junior Golf Scholarship
Program. Even though the majority of
the winners play golf, all selections
were made based upon their academic
and extracurricular effort. For more
information on this exciting program call
1-800-856-0764.
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The Ultimate Basketball Skills Comp~tition
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Congratulations to the Following School Winners:
Men's Division

.

BigV

«

. ..

Jason Pielpho

Schick

Women's Division

I

Joee Kvetensky

This Baby Gets You Going!"

Ciavuuk 'It

Restaurant & LOII/;ge

lI()irl.~ Str•••. Roll. II'.q. '•.HOI
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ALL YOU CAN EAT LUNCH SPECIAL
SALAD + SOUP + STEW

a stop
POlice.
. lIIegall!

$4.95

,

-

NIGHTLY SPECIALS:
WEDNESDA Y / THURSDAY (STEAK NIGHT) ....
.

T-BONE - 16 oz.

FILET MIGNON-8oz.

J

ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECTION OF GAMES
& MUSIC
Friday Lunch Special Tacos & The Grotto's

$11.95

$9.95

FRIDAY / SATURDAY (SEAFOOD NIGH1) ....
'CRAB LEG DINNER

STEAK & SEAFOOD

$13.95

$13.95

ALL YOU CAN EAT SEAFOOD
(Limit one serving of crab legs)

F.A.l.UOUS BUH.H.X"POS

$11.95

11:30-2:00

ATrENTION
GRADUATES:

THE UMRBOOKSTORE IS NOW TAKlNG APPLICATIONS FOR GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS. PLEASE PLACE YOUR ORDERS BY APRIL 18TH TO ENSURE DELIVERY BEFORE
GRADUATION.
CAP AND GOWN DISTRIBUTION WILL BEGIN MAY 7TH AND CONTINUE THROUGH MAY
17IH.
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